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About This Game

Are you ready to explore the underworld and kill hundreds of monsters and demons in the process? Masked Forces 2: Mystic
Demons is here to offer you the ultimate, most interesting and fun monster killing experience that you ever had.

In this game you will be able to encounter a wide variety of mystic enemies that you have to eliminate as you reach your goal:
demons, dragons, monsters, skeletons and other creatures.

Masked Forces 2: Mystic Demons has a wonderful RPG system that allows you to acquire more gear, level up and kill even
more monsters as you see fit.

Do you need more weapons? As you play, you will get to unlock more of them.

Play missions or create your own custom game from different gameplay scenarios.
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as a very old player back from nexon, i can say that this game is pretty good to spend your time in, explore new classes with
different playstyle, getting new epics(lol), and just spend time with guild mates and being cancer to each other, but in the end,
you will reach a point where you get tired of the game and decide to leave, but you still remember the good old times where OV
gear is still a thing. Innovative at first,
slowly becomes a drag and torment
trying to solve the next puzzle.

Gave me migrant.

Playable.
Buy only if with discount or coupon.
. I usually like the Choice of Games\/Hosted Games style of choose-your-own-adventure games, but I could barely bring myself
into the second chapter of this one. It's a painfully generic fantasy world piled high with cliches and irritating characters. The
dialogue is uninteresting at best, and the "what gender are you" choice is rendered as a question about whether you just got
smacked in the balls or the breasts (and I'm relatively sure the game actually does describe a female MC as having "sensitive
teats" which is a really weird thing to read). The writing switches between being dull and uncomfortable, and in the end I was
tasked with deciding whether I should try to tough it out to the end, or write this review and uninstall a half-finished game.
I think I made the right choice.. I don't like the phrase "form over substance", since form already IS a part of a substance.
However, playing (trying to play) Superbrothers on PC in 2017 was a very unpleasent experience for me. Oh, "experience"
indeed. The puzzles are mostly silly ("click a couple of object in a correct order, if you make a mistake - repeat"), the majority
of game is waiting for your character to walk from one area to another and infamous "wait 11 days or cheat with your OS clock
to proceed" mechanism is, in my opinion, a failed experiment.

There are, of course, great pros to Sword & Sworcery, such as one of the most impressive pieces of pixel art made in the gaming
history, great 80's-inspired sythwave music and clever writing. However, annoying attempts of adding some humor and teen-like
quality to the dialogues (or rather - subjective pieces of narration) can be absolutely immerse-shattering for some.

My probably most hated feature was the constant reminder that I totally can and should twitt about my in-game progress. These
suggestions were popping off in both dialogues and HUD. I should be able to decline once, not have this meta-garbage visible all
the time whenever I play. I hated it.

For many people these issues are completely irrelevent and if you're one of those people, you may have a blast reaching for this
piece of art. I'm glad I played it since I like pixel art a lot, but I wouldn\t recommend it to anyone. Watching a playthrough may
be a better choice.. Gemini Lost is a simple Virtual Villagers-esque game that, while shorter than most Virtual Villagers games,
is probably more entertaining with some interesting puzzles and a great "signs of the zodiac" aesthetic. Also contains the only
known example of a non-frustrating sliding block puzzle.. Only got this as part of a cheap bundle. It controls horribly. You use
left click and right click to pivot your spaceship left and right. I unlocked the first new ship and it travels faster but also pivots
faster which makes it even harder to control. The game is pretty boring. All you do is try to pick up glowing orbs while avoiding
asteroids. It's also buggy. When you die in the newer spaceships you revert back to the default spaceship until you go back to the
main menu.
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Average game quality. It was fun enough but a bit too easy and very short.. Dont waste your money ! You cant run the strategy
guide and the game at the same time wich is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. What are we supposed to
do ? Walk a few steps, Exit the game then view the strategy guide, Then re enter the game ? \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
idiots !. I bought the game.
I wanted to enjoy it.
I tried matchmaking.
Game said no.

I feel bad because the dev(devs?) seem(s) very nice and helpful.

Had to refund, but maybe I'll buy it again some day.. \u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u25
91\u2588\u2580\u2580\u2591\u2591\u2588\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591
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. I've recently bought this locomotive. It looks great and it comes with great looking Zacns wagons. I've decided to try it on a
newly released route. I slowly started a train and accelerated away from the station. But very soon after reaching about 35 kph
the OLD WHEELSLIP PROBLEM appeared. The loco was loosing grip every time I exceeded 30% power setting. This
behaviour caused a stall on a 8 promile grade with 40 Zacns.
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I know some engines are set so the problems is solved. For example american diesels run great. CP engine from Canadian
Mountain Passes run perfectly. Why don't you set up the engine accordingly??? Seriously, this one thing makes the engine totaly
worthless sh*t.

If you like to haul 10 wagons and call it a freight train - this engine will be great for you. If you want a train to be as long as real
trains do - that loco is not a way for you - don't even buy it. I'm disgusted.

U to this all - thetractive effort graph stays zero up to some 20% setting. Is that real?. I wish I could get ressurected so I can
experience this masterpiece again. Thank you BetaDwarf! This is everything i hoped for and more. A new Hero to play as, new
levels, a new boss, new game mode, and the thing everyone should love is new cards!!! I feel like a kid again with a fresh new
pack of pokemon\/ Magic the gathering cards.. The story is interesting enough and easy to follow. The puzzles...my-my...I have
to say that they aren't easy and that's a good thing! Although there are just a few puzzles that were almost impossible to really
grasp - I had to look up a few hints. Overall I'd say this is a 4\/5. Lovely music and graphics...some laggy parts but nothing too
serious. The sketchbook is such an awesome feature! Highly recommend to those into first person mystery puzzle games.. Hi
All,

I've played this game for over an hour, and it's great! This is bascially a 3D real time puzzle game with themes, levels,
leaderboards, achievements and 3D visuals.

I chose to play in the star system theme (one of a few), and each level brought me to a different planet on the way to the Sun.
Each level of each theme can unlock a story card about it (for instance, a description of Neptune), which I thought was pretty
cool. There are also enough achievements for the achievers out there to keep you playing for countless hours.

There is a great many ways that you can customize both the pit size (where you put the pieces) and pieces types (basic or more
advanced). You can pick different themes, like solar system, or forest and others. Each level gets you closer to your end goal,
the last level, in which I'm pretty sure you won't survive very long in! You can also customize different effects and graphical
settings.

The gameplay keeps things interesting, where you can rotate the pit itself for whichever angle you want. Clearing out the entire
pit gives bonus points of course. Each level is timed, and you have to survive long enough if you want to make it to the next
level. You need a set of great reflexes and spacial imagination to progress further into the next levels.

The game runs on my machine (2011 purchased, HD RADEON 6870) on max settings without a crash or issues.

Recommended!. WOW.... this DLC is... I shouldnt say much because that would be spoilers... I can safly say that this DLC is a
game on its own. If you played bioshock 1 and 2 and liked them, you wont regret buying this.
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